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Abstract. Today’s networking technologies in Internet that can only
speak of connections between hosts no longer adapt to the network in-
creasingly dominated by content distribution and retrieval. Some efforts
therefore have been made to generalize the Internet architecture by tak-
ing content as a primitive- decoupling location in the network instead
of focusing on endpoint addresses of hosts. However, one of the rep-
resentative architectures known as Content-Centric Networking (CCN)
consumes excessive system resource in terms of router’s processing ca-
pability, the buffer space in the router and the network bandwidth when
deployed as the ”universal overlay” in the existing network. We present
the solution composed of two methods to improve the resource efficiency
based on the CCN approach. The results from the ns2-based simulation
disclose that our solution can reduce the resource consumption in routers
and network pipeline significantly in the overlay architecture.
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1 Introduction

Today’s Internet was already designed to be an end-to-end connectivity infras-
tructure based on packet switching at the beginning of 1960s. The communica-
tion solution offered by it targets at solving the telephony’s problem: a point-to-
point conversation between two hosts using the IP protocol [1]. Thus IP packets
exchanged between the two hosts in communication contain two identifiers (ad-
dresses), one for the source and one for the destination host. By allowing lower
and upper layer technologies to innovate without unnecessary constraints, the
Internet achieves the explosive growth to show its power and elegancy.

However, there have been dramatic changes in Internet since its creation [2].

∙ With the emergency of World Wide Web (WWW) [3] application, the in-
creasing number of Information-intensive business such as travel, banks and
financial services is done in the Internet. Since almost anything is available
online today, the Internet is becoming the mirror of the real world where
more and more people’s activities are digitalized.
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∙ An ever increasing range of content such as voice, images and video etc. can
be distributed digitally due to the digital coding advances.

∙ The cheaper and more ubiquitous digital equipments driven by the Moore’s-
Law facilitate connecting everything to the Internet: not just computers
but also factories, municipal infrastructure, phones, cars, appliances, even
light switches. There is considerable consensus that the amount of these
equipments could reach the number of billions or even trillions [4] [5].

The above changes make people tend to value the Internet for what con-
tent it contains rather than where they can do communication. Then IP pro-
tocol, which was designed to act as a key enabler supporting the conversations
between communications endpoints, is overwhelmingly used for content distri-
bution. However, the ’conversational’ nature of IP makes the existing Internet
architecture a poor match to its primary use today.

In order to overcome the poor match between the IP’s nature and the prac-
tical requirements of people using the Internet, several efforts [6–16] have been
made to pursue the direct and unified way to solve the problems. From the
view point of these works, the named data is a better abstraction for today’s
communication problems than named hosts. Then, the principle of the current
innovation aim to interconnect the hosts by using the address that names con-
tent instead of the IP addresses traditionally identifying the physical network
nodes [18–20]. In other words, the currently proposed solutions attempt to solve
the problem of poor match in the way of replacing where with what in the core
layer that the Internet centers on, which is typically termed as content-centric
networking or named data networking.

The architectural principles that guide the design of the new architecture
are stemmed from the existing Internet architecture. Substantially speaking, it
departs from IP in creating the new universal component, known as content-
based ”thin waist”, in the protocol stack [2] [6].

 

Fig. 1. Today’s Internet Architecture Vs. Content Centric Architecture
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As illustrated in Fig. 1, the current Internet architecture is built as the
hourglass architecture where network layer (IP) acts as a universal compo-
nent, namely ”thin waist”, to implement the minimal functionality necessary
for global interconnectivity. The content centric architecture keeps the same
hourglass-shaped architecture except that the ”thin waist” is oriented to the
content chunks instead of the physical hosts with the identifier of IP addresses.

Unlike today’s Internet architecture that regards the security as an afterthought,
the content centric one provides a basic security embedded in the thin waist by
signing all named data. In such architecture, security is provided to content it-
self, rather than the connections over which it travels, thereby avoiding many of
the host-based vulnerabilities that plague IP networking. The end-to-end prin-
ciple that guarantees the robust applications in the face of network failures is
retained and expanded by the content centric architecture. Particularly, the mul-
tiple simultaneous connections (e.g., Ethernet, 3G, LTE, Zigbee and 802.11) can
be utilized to achieve the fine-grained, dynamic optimization for the data under
changing conditions with the consideration of traffic self-regulation.

Routing and forwarding plane separation is still stuck to in the content centric
architecture. But the new routing system should be carried out to allow the
addressing oriented to the content name.

The rest of the paper is organized as following. The motivation of our work
in the paper is presented in section 2. In Section 3, our solution is described in
detail. We evaluate the performance of our proposal with the extensive ns2-based
simulation in section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we give the conclusion of the paper.

2 Related Work and Motivation

The works concerning the content centric architecture can be classified as two
categories: hierarchical name-based and flat name-based. The former identifies
the content with the hierarchical names much like Uniform/Universal Resource
Locator (URL) [21] used in the current web application [6, 7], while the latter
would like to define the name of the content using the flat label [8–16] that is
similar to the identifiers used in the existing distributed hash table (DHT)-based
P2P system [22] [23]. Since our work in the paper focuses on the hierarchical
name-based solution, we just describe the existing approaches in this category.

2.1 Content-Centric Networking

The classical approach realizing the content centric networking with the hier-
archical name is presented in [6]. It is called as Content-Centric Networking
(CCN). The communication in CCN is driven by the data consumer. As shown
in Fig. 2, two CCN packet types, Interest and Data, are defined to enable the
communication oriented to the specific content chunk.

To receive data, a receiving end, namely the consumer, sends out an Interest
packet carrying a name that identifies the desired data. For example, a consumer
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Fig. 2. CCN packet types

 

Fig. 3. Example of Data Name

may send an Interest packet requesting the data named after /parc/videos/

WidgetA.mpg. Fig. 3 gives the example that how the name is defined.

A router maintains a data structure termed as Pending Interest Table (PIT)
to remember the face where the request arrives, and then forwards the Interest
packet by looking up the name in its Forwarding Information Base (FIB) where
the list of faces that can serve the request is recorded. FIB is almost identical
to an IP FIB except it allows for a list of outgoing interfaces rather than a
single one. The name-based routing policy is used for the population of this
table. Since the packets introduced in [6] are not only forwarded over hardware
network interfaces but also exchanged directly with application processes within
a machine, the term face rather than interface is used to denote the place where
the packets come from and are forwarded.

Once the Interest reaches a node that has the requested data in its local
storage termed as Content Store, a Data containing the requested name and the
content of the data packet, together with a signature by the producer’s key, is
sent back. This Data packet traces in reverse the path created by the Interest
packet back to the consumer.

When multiple Interests for the same data are received, only the first Interest
is sent upstream towards the data source. When the Data packet arrives, the
router finds the matching PIT entry by using longest-match look-up based on the
content name and forwards the data to all the interfaces listed in the PIT entry.
The router then removes the corresponding PIT entry, and optionally caches the
Data in its Content Store to satisfy potential future requests.
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2.2 Motivation

In CCN approach, the arrival of each data packet triggers the routers to look up
and update its PIT and FIB with the name of received data that is expressed
as a structured string similar to URL. However, such method may result in the
excessive resource consumption in terms of router processing capability, router’s
buffer capacity and network bandwidth.

Specifically, CCN’s compatibility with today’s Internet centering on IP pro-
tocol makes it to readily use existing IP infrastructure services. Thus, CCN can
run as a ”universal overlay” over the current Internet. The routing policy of CCN
router then may be regarded as IP+CCN, which means that the CCN router
should execute the IP routing prior to the CCN processing of received packet. In
other words, there is double load in the processor of router because the arrival
of any CCN packet requires the handling both in the IP layer and CCN layer.
Especially, if the router is not to cache the received CCN data, which is common
because the router is unable to cache each received data due to the limited buffer
space, the CCN router will be confronted with extra processing load because the
data can be simply forwarded as the IP packet without any CCN operations.

On the other hand, the URL-like name of CCN data implies that the string
identifying the contained content is much longer than the physical identifier such
as IP address. Thus, it is expected that lots of router buffer space and network
bandwidth will be spent in accommodating the name of CCN data. Suppose
the CCN name is 200 bytes in length and the router is provisioned with packet
buffers 2KB in size with 2 GB of total storage capacity; this means Content Store
should allocate the buffer space of 200 MB to store 1 million distinct packet
names. In further consideration of the maximum transmission unit (MTU) in
the underlying pipeline (i.e. Ethernet), only 85% of the bandwidth is used to
transport the content payload given that MTU is 1.5KB.

Our work in this paper is motivated by the above two challenges for the
current CCN approach. Briefly, our contributions are summarized as following:

∙ We propose a method allowing the intermediate router to avoid the un-
necessary processing in the CCN layer. Specifically, we design the way of
configuring source network identifier (i.e. IP address) in CCN Interest to al-
low for the direct forwarding of the data not to be cached in the intermediate
CCN router without any CCN operations.

∙ We design the method to reduce the size of content name in the CCN data
packet so that more network bandwidth and buffer space in the router can
be used by the content payload. The principle of our method is to replace the
URL-like content name in CCN data with an integer that can be recognized
between the upstream node and downstream node. The control messages
enabling such process are presented as well.
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3 Resource Efficient Packet Forwarding

The solution proposed in the paper focuses on reducing the system resource con-
sumption in terms of router’s processing capability, buffer space in router and
the network bandwidth. In details, our proposal includes two innovative meth-
ods that involve the enhanced processing of CCN interest data and the header
reduction in CCN data, respectively. The former alleviates the processing load
in the router, while the latter reduces the buffer space and network bandwidth
consumed by the CCN data.

Note that the CCN architecture is assumed to be built as the overlay of the
IP-based network in the following sections of our paper. But it does not mean
that our solution can merely run in the IP network. In essence, our proposed
solution can work in other underlying networks (such as LTE or WiFi etc.).

3.1 Enhanced Processing of CCN Interest and CCN Data

Unlike the CCN approach that creates the PIT entry upon receiving each new
CCN Interest, our solution has the router deal with the new CCN Interest based
on its decision whether to cache the data requested in the Interest. The router
then further determines how to modify the destination IP address and source IP
address of the CCN Interest that needs to be forwarded.

Upon the reception of Interest, the router should firstly check whether it
can serve the Interest by looking up the Content Store. If the router caches the
content requested by the Interest, it will send out the matched data piece whose
destination address is set as the source IP address of Interest.

If there is no matched entry in Content Store, the router checks whether the
Interest has been pended in PIT. If so, the Interest is discarded and the router
adds the source IP address of the Interest to the corresponding PIT entry.

Otherwise, the router is to check whether there is a matched entry in FIB.
If not so, the Interest has to be discarded. Otherwise, the router should firstly
remove the face where the Interest arrives from the face list of the matched entry.
After that, the following steps should be taken:

a) If the router wants to cache the content required by Interest, a new entry for
pending the received Interest is firstly created in PIT. Then, the router has
to replace the source IP address of the received Interest with its own IP. The
destination IP address of the received Interest is then set as the IP address of
the node where the Interest is to be forwarded.

b) If the router has no intension to cache the content, it keeps the source IP
address of the received Interest unchanged but the destination IP address is
set as the IP address of the node where the Interest is to be forwarded.

Finally, the Interest is forwarded over all the faces of the matched FIB entry.
The processing of CCN Interest mentioned above allows the router to only

take the CCN-defined reaction to the arriving data that it is ready to cache. It is
because that the router is transparent to both its upstream node and downstream
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node in the sense of CCN routing supposing that the source address of the
forwarded Interest is not set as its own IP address.

Then, as the requested CCN data arrives, there will be two consequences: the
router deals with the received data in the CCN-defined way and the source IP
address of data is set as the router’s IP address given that the data was cached.
Otherwise, the source IP address of the data remains unchanged and it is treated
as the normal IP packets without any CCN operations in the router.

3.2 Header Reduction in CCN Data

The header reduction method in our solution compresses the name of the CCN
data by replacing the URL-like identifier with an integer understandable to up-
stream node and downstream node. It is used in the CCN data delivery between
the CCN routers.

In our method, as the downstream CCN router receives a CCN data with the
URL-like name, it may generate an integer ranged from 0 to 216−1 to represent
the User/App supplied name in the Content Name (in Fig. 3). The generated
integer is locally unique in the downstream node. A table, termed as Local
Code Table (LCT), as in Fig. 4(a), that records the mapping between the
integer and User/App supplied name is maintained in the downstream router.

/Orange .com/videos/01.mp4/

/Orange .com/news/01.mp3/

33

75

User/App supplied name Code

(a) Local Code Table

/Orange .com/videos/01.mp4

/Orange .com/news/01.mp3

<A, 33>,<B, 91>

<C,75>

User/App supplied name Code-Face Pair

(b) Remote Code Table

Fig. 4. Table for Header Reduction

Since the mapping entries in LCT needs to be known to the upstream router
as well, the dedicated message called as Code Notification Message (CNM)
is sent from the downstream node to the upstream node for LCT duplication that
is known as Remote Code Table (RCT). As shown in Fig. 4(b), considering
the upstream router may have multiple downstream routers for the dissemination
of same data piece, the codes oriented to various faces, namely downstream
nodes, should be differentiated in RCT.

The arrival of CNM triggers the upstream router to update its RCT and
replace the User/App supplied name in the follow-up data packets composing
the same content with the integer announced in the message. Thus, the CCN data
with the reduced header appears as Fig. 5 where the component of Versioning
& Segmentation is identical to that defined in CCN.

After receiving the CCN data with the reduced header, the downstream
router looks up its LCT with the code in the data header. If there is matched
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Code / Versioning & 

Segmentation

Fig. 5. CCN Data with Reduced Header

entry, the data can be processed in the CCN way. Otherwise, the downstream
router has to abandon the data and send a message, called as Code Error
Message (CEM) where the invalid code is notified, to the upstream router,
which then guides the upstream node to remove the invalid entry in its RCT.

The received data can be cached in the router’s buffer with the reduced
header as well. Upon further forwarding it, the router should lookup its RCT
with the User/App supplied name indicated by the code in the compressed data
header. The User/App supplied name is easily available to the router due to
the mapping recorded in its LCT. If there is matched entry, the code originally
contained in the data header is set as that indicated in the matched RCT entry.
Otherwise, the content name in the data header is expressed by the User/App
supplied name instead of the code.

The router can optionally decide whether to delete some entry in its LCT
given the finite code length (i.e. 16bits). The removal of the LCT entry makes
the router to send the Code Deletion Message (CDM) to its neighboring
CCN routers to inform the removed pair of <code, User/App supplied name>.

Although there are several messages introduced in our method, the router
can avoid the frequent message exchanges by previously setting up the mappings
between the code and User/App supplied name for the popular content in its
LCT and notifying them to its upstream node.

While it is feasible to reduce the CCN data header by delivering it using
the UDP protocol [6] where the content name can be replaced as the UDP port
number, it can only save the network bandwidth but at the expense of introduc-
ing the complicated adaption of CCN data into the UDP segment. Especially,
there is a potential competence between the CCN data and other existing UDP
applications for the limited port numbers resource. However, our method can
make the efficient use of the system resource by relying on the single UDP port
dedicated for CCN communication in the architecture of CCN over UDP.

It is known that in-packet Bloom Filters [9] can also be used to reduce the
data header. But the functions of Bloom Filters should be globally defined in
such solution, which sets the barrier for its increasing deployment in the large-
scale network. In comparison, our method just requires the negotiation between
the routers neighboring to each other rather than the global coordination.
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3.3 Integration of Two Proposed Methods

The two proposed methods can be used either together or individually in the
CCN architecture. As the enhanced CCN Interest and data processing operates
together with the header reduction method, the data delivery based on the com-
pressed header is only implemented between the CCN routers where the data
is to be cached. The intermediate routers without the need of caching can still
take the traditional IP-policy reaction to the received CCN packets and there
are no any operations relevant to the header reduction in these routers as well.

4 Simulation and Discussion

To have some basic indications of the efficiency in our solution, in terms of
router’s processing load, buffer space consumption and network bandwidth us-
age, we have run some early ns-2 simulations.

The simulation scenario is illustrated in Fig. 6. The content source dissem-
inates the content item (i.e. a video clip) composed of the 1000 data pieces
each with 1KB in length to the client along the path concatenated by 5 content
routers. Each router caches the CCN data passing by it with the probability 𝑑.

Client Content

Router 1

Content 

Router 2
Content

Source

Content

Router 5

Content

Router 4

Content

Router 3

Fig. 6. Simulation Scenario

In our simulation, we firstly focus on the router’s processing load at the CCN
layer that is evaluated as the amount of operations on the received CCN data
packets. Then, the router’s buffer space and the network bandwidth consumed
by the CCN data header are measured.

Fig. 7 illustrates the router’s processing load occurring in the CCN approach
and our proposal. It is observed that the router running the CCN approach
deals with all the data pieces even it does not cache some of them. However,
our solution just has the router process the data pieces cached in its buffer.
Therefore, there is increasing reduction on processing load in our scheme with
the falling cache probability 𝑑.

The router buffer space occupied by the content name of the cached data
pieces is evaluated in Fig. 8. With the assumption that the content name is
defined as the URL-like string with 50 bytes where 45 bytes constitute the
User/App supplied name and 5 bytes represent the Versioning & Segmenta-
tion, our solution yields the reduction of the buffer space consumption by 86%
in comparison to the CCN approach. The reduction comes from the fact that we
use the 2-byte code to represent the User/App supplied name originally defined
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Fig. 7. Processing Load in Content Router

in CCN. The improvement is still obvious even taking into account the memory
used by the LCT and RCT introduced in our solution because the space occu-
pied by these tables is much less than those accommodating User/App supplied
name component in tens or hundreds of data pieces.
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Fig. 8. Buffer Space Consumption of Content Name in Content Router

The network bandwidth consumed by the content name of data pieces is mea-
sured as the total size of the User/App supplied name components sent from the
content source in Fig. 9. In order to take the insight into the impact of the con-
tent name on the network resource consumption, we illustrate the performance
curves with different numbers of data pieces constituting the content item that
are denoted by the X-axis in the figure where we still hold the assumption made
in Fig. 8. It is noticed that our solution saves more network bandwidth as more
data pieces are sent from the content source.
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Fig. 9. Network Bandwidth consumed by Content Name

5 Conclusion

The CCN architecture presented in [6] is known as one of the promising candi-
dates of building the future content centric network. However, it may require the
potentially respectable resource consumption when operating as the overlay of
the existing network architecture such as IP network. In this paper we have pre-
sented the solution constituting of two methods that can handle the CCN packets
in the resource efficient way. The first method lessens the processing load of the
router by making the router to avoid handling the data not to be cached in its
buffer. Its principle is to configure the source and destination address in the un-
derlying transmit unit (i.e. IP packet) encapsulating CCN packet based on the
router’s decision of caching CCN data. The second one replaces the URL-like
content name in the CCN header with an integer to reduce the buffer size and
network resource consumption. Two tables recording the mapping between the
integer and the content name are defined to enable the proposed method can be
performed locally without any global cooperation in the network.

In order to evaluate the solution, we created the extensive simulation based on
ns-2. The simulation results disclose that our solution can alleviate the processing
load in the router especially when the router caches less data in the buffer.
The simulation also confirms that there is obvious reduction in the buffer space
and network bandwidth consumption in the network with the massive content
dissemination.
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